"authoritative interpretation" of the First Amendment's Religion Clauses; and "vast numbers of [us] have come to understand [our] religious freedom in terms of Jefferson's phrase. As a result, Jefferson's words often seem more familiar than the words of the First Amendment itself."4
The idea of church-state "separation" and the image of a "wall" are at the heart of nearly every citizen's and commentator's thinking about law and religion, and about faith and public life. 5 Unfortunately, the inapt image often causes great confusion about the important idea.
Certainly, as then-Justice William Rehnquist once observed, the "wall" metaphor has "proved all but useless as a guide to sound constitutional adjudication." 6 Of course, to say this is not to question the importance to religious and political freedom of distinguishing the institutions and authorities of religion from those of government. Nor is it to deny that this distinction was important to many of those who drafted and ratified the First Amendment, or to doubt its importance to sound constitutional doctrine. 7 It is to worry, though-and to regret-that what should be regarded as an important feature of religious freedom under constitutionally limited government too often serves simply as a slogan, and is too often employed as a rallying cry, not for the distinctiveness and independence of religious institutions, but for the marginalization and privatization of religious faith. 8 How, then, should we understand church-state "separation"? What is the connection between separation, well understood, and religious freedom? What is the place, or role, of religious faith, believers, and 5. See e.g. Dreisbach, supra n. 3, at I ("For many Americans, this metaphor has supplanted the actual text of the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, and it has become the locus classicus of the notion that the First Amendment separated religion and the civil state, thereby mandating a strictly secular polity."); Hamburger, Church and State, supra n. 4, at 1 ("Jefferson's phrase... provides the label with which vast numbers of Americans refer to their religious freedom.").
6. Wallace v. Jaffree, 472 U.S. 38, 107 (1985) (Rehnquist, J., dissenting).
7. See e.g. John Witte, Jr., Religion and the American Constitutional Experiment: Essential Rights and Liberties 48-50 (Westview Press 2000) (noting that "separation of church and state guarantees 'ecclesiastical purity and liberty'-the independence and integrity of the internal processes of religious bodies").
8. Cf e.g. John Witte Jr., God's Joust, God's Justice: Law and Religion in the Western Tradition 160-162 (William B. Eerdmans Publg. Co. 2006) (discussing the "separation and cooperation" of church and state in American Puritan thought and practice); Hamburger, Church and State, supra n. 4, at 2-3 (contrasting "a differentiation or distinction between church and state" with "something more dramatic-a distance, segregation, or absence of contact between church and state").
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institutions in the political community governed by our Constitution?
With respect to these and so many other interesting and important questions, the work of Professor Robert Rodes has been and remains a help, a challenge, and an inspiration.
1.
Professor Rodes is my teacher, colleague, and friend. It is a gift and a pleasure working with and learning from him at the Notre Dame Law School. He welcomed me warmly when I arrived, as a new law teacher in 1999, and he has guided and encouraged me ever since. Certainly, his "blood is in the bricks" of the community of learning and lawyers which he has served and shaped for five decades. His generosity, charity, curiosity, and decency have been and are a blessing and an inspiration to so many scholars, students, lawyers, and clients.
He has made the Law School and its Christian mission of scholarship and formation his vocation, and all of us who are connected to or care about that mission owe him our respect and thanks.
It is particularly appropriate that the Journal of Law and Religion is honoring Professor Rodes's work and achievements. For half a century, he has written thoughtfully, engagingly, and provocatively about an imposingly broad and diverse range of subjects: 9 legal ethics'° and liberation theology," symbolic logic 2 and symbolist jurisprudence, 3 chastity 4 and the Church of England, 5 Catholic universities 6 sustained conversation about law and religion, faith and politics, church and state. 19 Professor Rodes's thinking about these matters is rich, prescient, and distinctive. I could not begin to do it justice here, and there is no point in pretending that this is merely because of space constraints. Indeed, as a relatively junior law teacher who also studies and writes about law and religion, I am humbled, and a bit intimidated, by the opportunity to address and engage the contributions of a scholar whom I first encountered through an approving citation in John Courtney Murray' That said, this essay is an appreciation, interpretation, and application of Professor Rodes's church-state work. In particular, it contrasts the church-state "nexus" that he has explored and explained with Jefferson's misleading but influential "wall" metaphor. After identifying and discussing a few of the more salient features of this "nexus," it closes with some thoughts about how the leading themes in Rodes's law-and-religion writing can help us better understand and negotiate one of today's most pressing religious freedom problems. But first, a brief review of how the "wall" image came to occupy the churchstate field will set the scene for the discussion that follows.
II.
As Professor John Witte has noted, the "wall of separation" has, in public law and in public discourse, proved far more "serpentine"-both in the sense of winding and twisting, and in the Edenic sense of "seductively simple"-than many who invoke it appreciate. 2 2 Where did 19 . See Shaffer, supra n. 9, at 757 ("Much of Rodes's scholarship has been in the field American legal academics call 'the law of church and state."').
20. In a discussion of the "School Question," Murray observed that [t]he public school system still, of course, merits strong defense, the more so as it gradually succeeds in relating itself realistically to the religious realities of the United States. But the old dual pattern is out of touch with contemporary socio-religious reality. The notion of "public education" as meaning a unitary and monolithic school system which singly and alone is entitled to public support has been rightly called (by employed the "wall of separation" image again. 37 As Professor Hamburger has explained, the idea of "separation" between church and state was, during most of the nineteenth century, not so much a Jefferson-inspired constitutional doctrine as an anti-Catholic rhetorical weapon. 3 8 However, in the 1879 case of Reynolds v. United States, a case involving the bigamy prosecution of a Mormon and one of the Supreme Court's first major decisions interpreting the First Amendment's Religion Clauses, the Justices quoted Jefferson's letter to the Danbury Baptists, invoked the "wall" metaphor, and reported that Jefferson's response "may be accepted almost as an authoritative declaration of the [Clauses'] scope and effect. . .. "'9
The Court did not return to the metaphor for almost seventy years. Then, in the landmark 1947 case, Everson v. Board of Education, Justice Black went beyond the Reynolds ruling and announced that the First Amendment's Establishment Clause constrains not only the actions of Congress, but also those of state and local officials. 40 Although a narrow majority of the Court declined to rule that a New Jersey law allowing reimbursements to parents for money spent on bus transportation to parochial schools violated the First Amendment, Justice Black followed Reynolds in giving Jefferson's letter, and the "wall," controlling, canonical weight. After a lengthy, if misguided, 41 account of the Establishment Clause's history, context, and meaning, Justice Black summed up in this way:
In the words of Jefferson, the clause against establishment of religion by law was intended to erect "a wall of separation between Church and State. 4 2 That wall must be kept high and impregnable. We could not approve the slightest breach. 
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(Some of Justice Black's critics, though-fellow separationistsprotested that he had done just that.) 44 A lot has changed in constitutional law-and, in particular, in the understanding and application of the Religion Clauses-since 1947. Still, and even though many of these changes have been in a non-strictseparationist direction, 4 5 what Chief Justice William Rehnquist once called Jefferson's "misleading metaphor ' 46 has become deeply and-it appears-indelibly ingrained in Americans' thinking about church-state relations and religious freedom. 47 As the Court has moved in recent years from a no-aid-to-religion understanding of the First Amendment to a more accommodating view, it has been impossible to avoid warnings that the "wall of separation" is being lowered, knocked down, weakened, or breached." Even as First Amendment doctrine moves in the direction of neutral treatment by government of religious expression and activity, 49 it is often charged that religiously motivated or inspired arguments, claims, expression, and activism are-if brought to bear in public discussions or upon political questions-inconsistent with our commitment to church-state separation. Such overheated warnings and misplaced charges can inspire errors in response, as when, in August of 2006, Rep. Katherine Harris, a candidate for the United States Senate known primarily for her role in Florida's 2000 presidential election, announced that the separation of church and state is a "lie we have been told" to keep religious believers out of politics and public life. 50 It seems, then, that we are nearly as confused about separation as we are attached to it. There are good reasons, however, for wanting to get church-state separation right. We should neither embrace nor war against a mistaken version of the idea. After all, as Pope Benedict XVI 52 In the Pope's view, at least, church and state are "distinct, yet always interrelated." 53 This view seems consonant with American practice and tradition, if not with "wall of separation" rhetoric. As Justice William Douglas wrote, in the Zorach case, the idea that the "separation" of church and state "must be complete and unequivocal" does not and could not mean that "the state and religion [must] be aliens to each other. 5 4 Similarly, Chief Justice Warren Burger insisted that the "line of separation" is not so much a "wall" as a "blurred, indistinct, and variable barrier. ... " In the context of the modem, activist, welfare state, "separation" or "segregation" of church from state-let alone of religion from public life-seems neither possible nor desirable. Such an understanding of "separation," and of the content of religious freedom, simply does not connect with the world we inhabit or with who and what we are. 56
III.
As I noted at the outset, Professor Rodes in his law-and-religion work does not invoke or rely on the image of a "wall of separation," but works instead with the more nuanced idea of a "church- 
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A "nexus," according to my dictionary, is a "means of connection; a link or tie.", 58 It suggests a relation, even a symbiosis, between two distinct things-neither a collapse of one into the other nor a rigid segregation of the one from the other. The term captures well, then, Rodes's thinking about church, state, and society. As his friend Professor Thomas Shaffer put it, "the foundation of [Rodes's] church-state theory is that the two are so intertwined-so much the remnant of Christendom-that they could not part even if they wanted to." 5 9 This is, Shaffer notes, a "strikingly unique position" in the church-state field. 60 It is one thing, though, to characterize a relation as involving a "nexus" rather than a "wall"; it is another to flesh out the nature, character, and implications that "nexus" relation. At least three elements of Rodes's understanding and presentation of the church-state nexus are worth highlighting.
A. The "Erastian" and the "High Church"
The distinction between "Erastian" and "High Church" doctrines, arguments, and institutional forms does a lot of work, and has real explanatory power, in Rodes's writings on the law that governs and shapes the church-state nexus. These two terms' meaning is fleshed out below; in a nutshell, though, "Erastian" suggests cooperation and overlap while "High Church" suggests competition and separation. "[I]n every period," Rodes explains, there has been "a certain enduring tension in the church-state nexus[,]" a tension which reflects, among other things, the fact that the church as a "juridical presence" has, at some times and in some ways, been involved and engaged in the civic, social, and political arenas, "sharing the historical vicissitudes of the day," and, at other times and in other ways, "stood out against all historical developments, semper eadem.,, 61 This tension manifests itself not only in the lives of Christians, but also in the institutions of church and state, the arrangements between them, and the laws that govern them. 62 And, Rodes has often suggested, the distinction between the "Erastian" and the "High Church" helps us address, if not to resolve, this tension. [Vol. XXII
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Erastus was a sixteenth-century Swiss theologian "who taught that the church had no proper coercive jurisdiction independent of the civil magistrate. 6 3 His name is usually attached to the view that the state is or should be supreme over, and should control, the church. 64 Rodes's use, however, denotes something slightly, but importantly, different. For Rodes,
[A]ny approach based on a general unity of function between church and state can be called "Erastian." To the extent that Christianity is viewed as a social agenda and a lifestyle for whole peoples, this unity of purpose will indeed exist: there is no reason why the public implementation of such matters should not be in the same hands as other public affairs. Erastianism, properly understood, is not a subordination of religious to secular concerns; rather, it is a placing of religious concerns on the same level with all other concerns of a Christian government. 6 5 Putting aside, for now, questions about what position or approach best warrants the "Erastian" name, Rodes's definition is helpful in describing the way "church" and "state" relate, in our society and in others like it. For Rodes, to suggest that the church is not entirely other, and not entirely segregated (or protected) behind a wall, is not to suggest that it is subordinate to or controlled by the state. On the Erastian view, the institutional church [is] one of a variety of institutions through which a Christian society conforms itself to the will of God .... Erastianism is not to be equated with the totalitarian view that religious institutions are to be subordinated to secular ends. Quite the opposite, it insists that religious ends are to be pursued purposefully and efficiently, just as secular ends are. [a]dhering to the basic Erastian insight that views the institutional church as one of the many institutional forms through which a society conforms itself to the will of God, it adds the American free enterprise insight that sees institutional forms as most efficient when freed from the inhibiting presence of government support. 68 On the other side of the "enduring tension in [our] church-state nexus," contrasting with Erastian arrangements, are "High Church" forms, arguments, and doctrines. Here, Rodes means to evoke not so much the elevated liturgical tastes of Anglo-Catholics as the "vision of the church as standing over against society [,] " and "as an institutional embodiment of the transcendence, the otherness, of God .... "69 The High Church position is that the church is the institutional expression of what is other-worldly, holy, entitled to reverence. The state must keep hands off the church because the church is sacred: to interfere with it would be sacrilegious. 7v "High Churchmen," in Rodes's scheme, are those who "insist[] on the internal autonomy of the church under its divinely-appointed ministers;" they "tend[] to present an eschatological witness over against society and to leave it to the Erastian to present a feasible agenda for the society 67. Rodes, supra n. 57, at 304. See also id. at 330 ("[Most churches' day-to-day understanding of what they are about is characterized by an Erastian acceptance of a place among the various institutions by which an overall and traditionally Christian society underwrites the pursuit of happiness by its members.").
Id. at 304.
69. Rodes, Pilgrim Law, supra n. 11, at 141. See also Rodes, supra n. 57, at 305 (explaining that the High Churchman see[s] the institutional church as standing over against society in general, rather than as constituting one of the institutions through which society in general conforms itself to the will of God.... The High Church attitude tends to point up the shortcomings of society, and to offer the Christian a way of dissociating himself from them, rather than of ameliorating them. In the past, High Churchmanship has sought an institutional witness in forms that express the independence of the church, and her freedom from the corruptions besetting rest of society. What's more, several of our more familiar church-state problems have both Erastian and High Church dimensions. For example, we have long exempted churches and their works from secular taxes, in part on the theory that the religious organizations can and do serve "secular purposes" in and through their work. 78 In so doing, we "recognize the church as one of the institutions through which citizens engage in their harmless or commendable pursuits[,]" and acknowledge "the support and encouragement of such institutions as high on the list of proper functions of government.
79 Our thinking and practice, then, could be characterized as "Erastian." At the same time, the legal doctrines and judicial arguments relating to the churches' tax exemptions also have a 71. Rodes, Pluralist Christendom, supra n. 65, at 418. 72. Rodes, supra n. 57, at 305-306. "On the whole, a general denunciation of the world's ways in America has been left to fringe churches, which form enclaves and mind their own business, rather than bearing witness against the overall society." Id. at 306. See also Rodes, Passing of Nonsectarianism, supra n. 66, at 131 ("American nonsectarianism was the product of a people bemused with its own potential for secular achievement in the development of a new land.").
73 "High Church" flavor, insofar as they reflect a view that churches' doctrines and activities are special, untouchable by government, and related to "a dimension of human existence that the Founding Fathers intended to shield from government intervention.
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Similarly, both Erastian and High Church themes run through the financial-support and school-funding cases and controversies. 8 ' Writing long before the "Faith Based Initiative" was a glimmer in President George W. Bush's eye, Rodes noted the "expanded financial involvement of government in all aspects of public life" and observed that, as part of that involvement, religious and denominational institutions are subsidized in all kinds of ways. 82 "Needless to say," he observed, "the justification offered for all this support is Erastian. Functions in which the public is interested are supported equally whether or not they are carried out under religious auspices. 8 3 And yet, it has long been and still is argued that "the fact that an otherwise innocuous activity is carried out under religious auspices creates an overriding objection to public support for it .... " 84 For many today, as for Madison, it is an "unhallowed perversion of the means of salvation" to "employ Religion as an engine of Civil policy. '85 This, Rodes suggests, is a High Church contention: "If ecclesiastical projects are to be cut off from government funds, it is because they occupy a place in the lives of men where the concerns of secular government cannot follow them., 86 B. Integral and Pluralist Christendom "Christendom" is not a word or idea that fits comfortably within our contemporary debates and discussions about law and religion, church and state. After all, as even a glance at the new-releases table at the local bookstore confirms, many of our leading commentators see "theocracy" on the march and everywhere. 87 acknowledge the continuing reality and relevance of, "Christendom" will strike many as a first step toward celebrating the Crusades or the Holy Inquisition. And yet, Professor Rodes has long insisted both that Christendom persists and that its persistence need not cause alarm. That is, according to Rodes, one of the characteristics of our church-state nexus-a feature that must be understood for the whole thing to workis that it exists in a particular cultural context, a context of "pluralist Christendom., 88 What does this mean? Before the conversion of Constantine, Rodes has explained, the Christian church was an "eschatological community," one that "waited confidently for God to bring about the consummation of history," and that "had no agenda whatever for the wider society. 8 9 Afterward, though, "it was no longer possible for the church to have nothing to say about how the state should be run"; the church was "forced... to develop an agenda for the whole society .... ]"90 The result of this change was-eventually-the "medieval church-state nexus," which Rodes calls "integral Christendom." 9 ' This nexus was characterized by a certain unity of purpose between church and state, an institutional symbiosis in which the church took responsibility for offering the state a Christian agenda for the whole society ... ,and the state took responsibility for making the church's ministrations available to all citizens according to their several needs and desires. 92 That world is gone, of course, and most people would say "good riddance!" 93 Rodes has proposed, though, that even after the dissolution of "integral Christendom," and even in the "state of affairs which people call pluralism," 94 it is still possible-indeed, it is still necessary-for the Christian church to accept and fulfill the "responsibility to offer an agenda to the wider society, and the responsibility for the spiritual development" of a wide range of people. 95 
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called "pluralist Christendom" by Rodes. In this context, there is no longer a common religion--or even a common religious sense-but there is still a concern with the familial quality of human society .... Within Christendom, there must be an aspiration to fraternal union among the citizens. It follows that government cannot be a mere umpire... in the struggle for survival .... It must give expression to a common desire for a fully human life for all. It is important to be clear here about what Rodes is not saying. He is not signing on to triumphalist versions of the America-as-a-ChristianNation thesis. He is not calling for a return of political or coercive power to religious authorities. He is not out to secure assistance from the state in enforcing specifically religious obligations and devotional duties.
His point, instead, is much more prosaic. For Rodes, "Christendom" denotes the fact that our political community, along with several others, continues to be inhabited overwhelmingly by professing Christians. It might be easy for Christians to regard "governing the secular community" as a "dubious enterprise" but, nevertheless,
[i]n our society .... Christians are still largely responsible for this dubious enterprise .... If they are not to relinquish this power and responsibility, they ought to exercise it with some understanding of who they are and whom they serve.
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It should also be emphasized that Rodes intends for the term "pluralist" to carry real meaning, and to have real bite. Our society is "pluralistic," period. "The basic trend of our society," he observes, "is to accommodate divergent views, not to suppress them." 98 There are, in our state of affairs, a "multiplicity of religious or nonreligious commitments" and "a multiplicity or moral and social agendas." 99 Although Christendom persists, we have, Rodes emphasizes, people of many different views all around us, and even if we were not disposed to respect them, our religion itself would require us to do so. [Vol. XXII
C.
Dialogue and Freedom
In the course of defending "pluralism"' 0 ' as an alternative to "secularism,"' 0 2 Rodes has observed that opponents of the former regularly point to the "divisiveness" thought to be inherent in pluralistic structures and doctrines.
1 0 3 This "divisiveness" provides, the opponents contend, a compelling reason for a general "privatization" of religion. To Rodes, however, it is "increasingly apparent that the privatization of religion is not a permanent solution to the problem raised by religious pluralism in Western society."' 1 4 Religious people will not buy it, and no surprise.' 0 5
Rodes emphasizes not so much the persistence of disagreement and division as the fact that, notwithstanding the reality of pluralism, we continue to hold to a "national religious consensus" centered around two elements, which Rodes insists are "religious" elements: "dialogue" and "freedom."' 1 6 The acknowledgment and support of this consensus, rather than a program of privatization, is, Rodes believes, the appropriate response to concerns about religious pluralism and "divisiveness." "Freedom," he has explained, in our society, is an element of a national religious consensus in that it is conceived of as imposing on the efforts of organized society a limitation and a direction, both of which are derived from an essential insight into the spiritual nature of man. This essential insight is in some sense a religious one.
0 7
The second element of this national religious consensus is "dialogue," which refers to "conversation among persons of different beliefs, having for its purpose mutual understanding and respect, rather than argument."' ' 0 8 Like our commitment to "freedom," our commitment to dialogue is, Rodes believes, a religious one. After all, he has explained,
[i]ts aspiration to personal rapport among persons of different religions is born of the recognition of a common spiritual nature and a common spiritual predicament. Its hope for such rapport lies in the recognition that God is a Person. 1 0 9 Now, Rodes does not believe that we can simply extract from this consensus a neat body of doctrine or clear answers to all of our churchstate disputes.
Instead, he sees these two principles-these two "religious elements" of our "national religious consensus"-not so much as "furnishing a logical basis for solving problems ... as conducing to an atmosphere in which they may be solved." 10 [T]he value of freedom and dialogue as the root principles in our national religious consensus lies in their conformity on the one hand to what is deepest and truest in our traditional aspirations as a people, and on the other hand to a recognition of those central mysteries of human existence to which the most important of religious affirmations are addressed.
... The profoundest consequence of a national religious consensus worked out in terms of freedom and dialogue is that it becomes the concern of every citizen that every other citizen live out his own deepest commitments to the fullest possible extent. It is in this context of heightened spiritual awareness afforded by such a living out that we await the manifestation of divine power whereby freedom may be consummated in salvation, dialogue in unity. And it is in this concern for such a living out that we may hope for a solution to our immediate problems of church and state.
IV.
I noted earlier Rodes's view that we in the United States have "not developed forms of [the High Church] kind" ' 12 and that, in fact, "[t]he American legal structure has played a part in inhibiting the growth of High Church forms." '13 One exception to this general observation, though, is the cluster of ecclesiastical-self-government or churchautonomy cases.' 14 Commenting on these cases, Rodes has observed that the "freedom of ecclesiastical processes to move in an area where "Libertas ecclesiae"-the "Freedom of the Church"-was the rallying cry for Pope Gregory VII's eleventh-century campaign against the secular powers of the day for papal control over the Church, a "revolution" that, as the great legal scholar Harold Berman reports, worked nothing less than a "total transformation" of law, state, and society." 7 I have suggested elsewhere that the preservation of the churches' moral and legal right to govern themselves in accord with their own norms and in response to their own calling is our day's most pressing religious freedom challenge." 1 8 While it is settled that churches enjoy constitutionally protected freedoms to govern themselves and arrange their internal affairs in accord with religious teachings and authority, the scope and theoretical justification of these freedoms are unclear and contested, and the freedoms themselves are increasingly vulnerable.' ' 9 In case after case, and in all kinds of ways, the freedom and autonomy of religious communities today is challenged, even under attack. 20 Whether the dispute involves the supervision of diocesan finances by a bankruptcy court or administrative agency, a requirement that religiously affiliated organizations pay for employees' contraception, a challenge to religious schools' decisions about the hiring and firing of teachers, or the usurpation by China's government of the Catholic Church's ancient right to select bishops, it seems that the church-autonomy question-and not the words of the Pledge of Allegiance, or public displays of crosses on hilltops and the Ten Commandments in parks-is the front line.
This vulnerability is connected, no doubt, to the limited, and dwindling, appeal in public discourse of "church autonomy." We are, generally speaking, enthusiastic about autonomy, of course, but many of us are uneasy about connecting "church" with nomos. Matters are not helped by the fact that the idea is often understood as entailing the assertion that clergy and church employees are entirely "above the law" and unaccountable for wrongs they do or harms they cause.2 And, the freedom of religious associations, communities, and institutions is made more vulnerable by the link that many perceive between church autonomy principles, on the one hand, and-on the other-sexual abuse by clergy, venality and mismanagement by bishops, and diocesan declarations of bankruptcy. 122 To the extent the church autonomy principle is thought to privilege institutions over individuals, or structures over believers, its appeal will suffer. After all, people today tend to think about faith-and, by extension, religious freedom-more in terms of personal spirituality than of institutional affiliation, public worship, and tradition. We are-many of us, anyway-like the woman, Sheila Larson, described by Robert Bellah and his colleagues in The Habits of the Heart, who described her faith as "Sheilaism.' ' , 24 To the extent we approach religious faith as a form of self-expression, performance art, or therapy, we are likely to regard religious institutions as at best potentially useful vehicles or tools or, more likely, as stifling constraints or bothersome obstacles to self-discovery.
Nevertheless, churches' freedom-that is, their independence from political control over their internal polity and norms-is a vital dimension of any attractive notion of religious freedom. As John Courtney Murray put it, the independence and freedom of the church long furnished a "social armature to the sacred order," within which the human person would be "secure in all the freedoms that his sacredness demands." ' 2 5 He insisted that we are not really free if "[our] basic human things are not sacredly immune from profanation by the power of the state"' ' 26 and contended that it was libertas ecclesiae that supplied the limiting principle that could "check the encroachments of secular power and preserve these immunities."' 127 If churches are not independent of the state, if they are not free to be different from the state, and if the government is not limited by churches' freedom, then believers are not free-not really free-either. 12 8 Returning, then, to Rodes's observation that "[t]he American legal structure has played a part in inhibiting the growth of High Church forms,"' 12 9 it strikes me that, in the same vein, we might well worry that there is not, in American constitutional law, a well-founded commitment to--or even room for-something like the libertas ecclesiae principle. This is not to say, of course, that the First Amendment does not provide meaningful protections for religious freedom. And, certainly, there are various constitutional doctrines and lines of cases that, in effect, guard the church's--or, more accurately, churches'-ability and right to control their internal structure and operations, to propose their own messages, to administer their own sacraments, and to conduct their own liturgies. Nevertheless, as Professor Gerard Bradley has observed, the idea of "church autonomy" sits uneasily in our law and discourse about religious freedom, because of our "longstanding blind spot... concerning groups of all kinds. Liberalism," he continued, "adeptly reasons about the individual and the state, but cannot fathom groups. ' ' ,30 For Rodes, the relative paucity of High Church forms in American law and life is a cause for concern, and not simply because it might put religious institutions in a vulnerable litigation posture. In his view, our "basically Erastian church-state nexus" is the worse off for lacking a "relevant and effective institutional High Church witness."' ' 31 High Church institutions, he has suggested, are necessary in order to "stand witness to the transcendent sovereignty of God," to "proclaim the judgment of God," and to offer a "refuge ... from a kind of servitude to the world and its concerns.' 32 In addition, though-and perhaps more prosaically-it would seem that authentic freedom of religion does not exist when its manifestation in and expression through the life of non-state institutions and communities is inhibited-that is, when High Church institutions and forms are not able to "provide[] the state with a limit and the church with a critique"' "-and also, more generally, that independence for such institutions and communities is both a feature of and a necessary condition for political freedom. In a free society, such forms, and something like libertas ecclesiae, will serve as structural features of social and political life, and will contribute to the development and sustaining of constitutionally limited government. Increasingly, though, independent churches are regarded as dangerous centers of potentially oppressive power, as in need of supervision and regulation by the state in its capacity as protector of individual liberty and conscience.
1 34 In Murray's words, the "prophets of modernity" regard the freedom of the church "as a trespass upon, and a danger to, their one supreme value-the 'integrity of the political order.' ' 135 And so, Professor Rodes's exposition and defense of High Church forms, therefore, and his reminder that "[b]y operating outside the practical limits of power, [the church] witnesses those limits [,] 136 remain important, and welcome.
V.
I am confident that no one who has been blessed with the chance to know Professor Rodes and his work is surprised to learn that this inspiringly humane scholar has, for more than fifty years, been politely but powerfully questioning "wall of separation" talk for its failure to speak to the "real needs of real people."' ' 37 As I have describedincompletely, of course-he has presumed and presented a church-state "nexus"; asked about the role of law, and the task of Christians in constructing and living in it; and invited fellow citizens of good will to converse about its implications. As he wrote:
[T]he church-state nexus I have envisioned is not one free from conflict, or one with all the problems worked out. It has built-in potentialities for tension, frustration, or even heartbreak, as any human situation has. It might be a situation, though, in which the Word of God can break forth in its own way, or at least a situation in which a Christian could live by his own best understanding of the Gospel, and do such work and bear such witness as God has called him to. This is perhaps all we can hope for from institutional patterns in this world.1
38
Through his life, teaching, and scholarship, Professor Rodes has been not just an example, but an exemplar, of how a Christian can "do such work and bear such witness."
138. Rodes, supra n. 57, at 348 (footnote omitted).
